Figure: 7.11

Viewpoint 1: Saxon Shore Way Long Distance Footpath close to Nagden Cottages

Cleve Hill Solar Park Environmental Statement

OS reference:    603288 163050
Approximate AOD:  4m AOD
Direction of view:   7.31˚
Distance to CLSA:  5m
Horizontal field of view:  180˚
Principal distance:  500mm
Paper size:   841 x 297 mm (half A1)
Correct printed image size: 820 x 160 mm

Camera:   Nikon D3
Lens:    50mm f1.8D
Camera height:   1.6m
Date and time:   06/02/2018 14:50

"CLSA" - Core Landscape Study Area

CLEUSI - Core Landscapes Study Area
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